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FEEDING BABY CHICKS
By CHARLES BERKENCAMP, '29

Proper Feeding of the Baby Chicks Essential in the Development of the
Commercial Flock-Feeding Practices and Correct Feeds

For the Young Chick Discussed

�ATURE provides nourishment

..J.....( for the chick for the first two
or three days of its life. Just

before the chick emerges from the

shell, the remainder of the yolk, which
has been nourishing the growing chick

during the process of incubation, is
absorbed into the abdominal cavity,
and this.will continue to' nourish it
for the first two or three days of its
life. FQr this reason chicks should not
be fed until they are from thirty-six
to' forty-eight hours old. If fed before
the yolk is completely assimilated,
digestive disorders are likely to' occur.

When regular feeding begins, fre
quency of feeding is an essential of

good practice. This is particularly
true in the case of artificially brooded
chicks which do not have the hen to'
hunt feed for them. Chicks will grow
faster if fed four or five times each

day than if fed only three times, but
they should receive only what they
will eat up clean each time. Over

feeding will do more harm than un

derfeeding; therefore care should be
taken that only a sufficient amount

be given each time to' satisfy their

hunger and keep them exercising.
The first feed should consist of a

mixture of hard-boiled egg chopped
fine, shell and all, with four or five
times its bulk of dried crumbs or

rolled oats, These feeds or combina
tions of feeds may be used with good
results for a week; then gradually
substitute equal parts of cracked
wheat or cracked corn.

As SQQn as the chicks are old enough
and will eat whole wheat, cracked

corn, or other grains, the small-sized
feeds may be discontinued and the

larger-sized grains fed to' them not

less than three times a day. A com

mercial chick feed containing a variety
of grains can be bought from most

feed dealers and may be used instead
of the home mixture if desired. In
addition to' these feeds, sifted grit,
oyster shell, or charcoal should be be
fore the chicks at all times. This may
be done by placing them in a hopper.
If chicks are kept in confinement

they should be furnished with a liberal

supply of tender, green feed, such as

lawn clippings, sprouted oats, lettuce
or cabbage leaves, or any other such
feeds which may be available. When-

A good type of feeder for baby chicks.

ever possible, however, chicks should
have a grass range, where they will
be able to' obtain their own green feed,
and catch bugs and worms. Chicks
that are allowed' to' run on a grass

range are usually strong and thrifty
and will grow much more rapidly than
those in confinement.
Fresh buttermilk or sour milk is ex

cellent for baby chicks, and if possible,
give them all they will drink. It can

be put in suitable vessels arranged
SO' that the chicks cannot get in and
thus dirty the milk or wet themselves.
If plenty of milk is fed, it is not ne

cessary to' feed SO' much other feeds.

Drinking water should be plentiful,
kept fresh, and always contain enough
potassium of permanganate to' give
it a rich wine cQIQr. The reason for

doing this is that it helps check in
testinal parasites, and is an excellent
means of preventing the spread of dis
ease ·thrQugh the drinking water.
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The per capita consumption of lamb
and mutton in the United States is

only 5.5 pounds, England's consump
tion is 25 to' 27 pounds, and Canada's

isy 9 pounds. A moderate increase of

per capital consumption in this coun

try would mean a vastly increased
market for this product of the sheep

. 28 New Members
In Our Family
There will be 28 new Stores added
this Spring to' the great Nation- '

wide family of Department Stores
to' which this Store belongs.

These new Stores will give a total
of 773 J. C. Penney Company
Stores scattered throughout the
country in every state except Dela
ware and Florida.

Such an extensive service can mean

only one thing to' YOU AND YOUR
FAMIL-increased saving power
in your buying.

Maintaining our selling prices at
the lowest possible figures consist
ent with prevailing market condi
tions, means that here every day
in every way yQU enjoy the fullest
return in Quality and Value for
your money,

Our aim is to' serve yQU well and
faithfully.


